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Pro PHP SecurityApress, 2005

	The Internet is a dangerous place for applications. In fact, it is reasonable to say that you

	couldn’t create a less secure system if you tried. It is anonymous, uncontrolled, always on,

	and instantly accessible from anywhere. This is a world where every bad actor, cracker, script

	kiddie, and scam artist is your...
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Field and Service Robotics: Recent Advances in Research and Applications (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2006
Since its inception in 1996, FSR, the biannual "International Conference on Field and Service Robotics" has published archival volumes of high reference value. This unique collection is the post-conference proceedings of the 4th FSR in Lake Yamanaka, Japan at July 2003. This book edited by Shin’ichi Yuta, Hajime Asama, Sebastian...
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Temporal Logic for Real-Time Systems (Advanced Software Development Series)John Wiley & Sons, 1989

	This monograph presents a framework for modelling, specifying and verifying
	systems composed of real-time discrete event processes. A discrete event system
	consists of the plant (the object to be controlled) and a controller. For example,
	the plant might consist of machines, robots and conveyors on the factory floor.
	The objective of...
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Information Technology in Pharmacy: An Integrated Approach (Health Informatics)Springer, 2012

	IT in Pharmacy: An Integrated Approach aims to describe and discuss the major areas of pharmacy IT innovation (e-prescribing, drug databases, electronic patient records, clinical decision support, pharmacy management systems, robots and automation etc) from a systems and a professional perspective. It will also consider how the areas of...
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Robot Manipulator Control: Theory and Practice (Control Engineering, 15)CRC Press, 2003

	Discloses the elements of control theory and robot dynamics. Surveys computed-torque control, robust control of robotic manipulators, adaptive control of robotic manipulators, neural network control of robots, force control, and advanced control techniques. Includes information on designing and operating robotic platforms in discussing robot...
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Robot Builder's Bonanza, 4th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Which of these fields are involved in robotics? You may choose from the following: engineering,
	electronics, psychology, sociology, biology, physics, artificial intelligence, math, art,
	mechanical design, mechanical construction, computer programming, sound synthesis, vision,
	ultrasonics, linguistics, microelectronics, process control,...
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Mastering OpenCV with Practical Computer Vision ProjectsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Computer Vision is fast becoming an important technology and is used in Mars robots, national security systems, automated factories, driver-less cars, and medical image analysis to new forms of human-computer interaction. OpenCV is the most common library for computer vision, providing hundreds of complex and fast algorithms. But it has a...
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Intel Edison Projects: Build exciting IoT projects with Intel EdisonPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Build powerful Robots and IoT solutions using Intel Edison

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn to build advanced level robots with Intel Edison and Arduino
	
			Efficiently build and program home automation and IoT projects with Intel Edison
	
			Master the skills of creating...
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Squeak: Learn Programming with Robots (Technology in Action)Apress, 2005
The goal of this book is to explain elementary programming concepts such as loops, abstractions, composition, and conditionals to novices of all ages. It teaches the core programming concepts based on simple problems, involving the manipulation of robots or "turtles" as frequently seen in school learning environments. The ideal reader...
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Arduino CookbookO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		This book was written by Michael Margolis with Nick Weldin to help you explore the
	
		amazing things you can do with Arduino.
	

	
		Arduino is a family of microcontrollers (tiny computers) and a software creation environment
	
		that makes it easy for you to create programs (called sketches) that can interact
	
		with the...
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USB Mass Storage: Designing and Programming Devices and Embedded HostsLakeview Research, 2006
A mass-storage device can provide access to data for just about any purpose. Every time you load an application or save a file on a PC, you’re using a mass-storage device. A computer’s hard drive is a mass-storage device, as are flash, CD, and DVD drives. Devices with dedicated functions—data loggers, robots, and other embedded...
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HTML5 Games Most Wanted: Build the Best HTML5 GamesFriends of Ed, 2012

	HTML5 Games Most Wanted gathers the top HTML5 games developers and reveals the passion they all share for creating and coding great games. You'll learn programming tips, tricks, and optimization techniques alongside real-world code examples that you can use in your own projects. You won't just make...
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